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Abstract. We study the carbon monoxide (CO) variability in
the last decade measured by NASA’s Atmospheric InfraRed
Sounder (AIRS) on the Earth Observing System (EOS)/Aqua
satellite. The focus of this study is to analyze CO variabil-
ity and short-term trends separately for background CO and
fresh CO emissions based on a new statistical approach. The
AIRS Level 2 (L2) retrieval algorithm utilizes cloud clear-
ing to treat cloud contaminations in the signals, and this in-
creases the data coverage significantly to a yield of more
than 50 % of the total measurements. We first study if the
cloud clearing affects CO retrievals and the subsequent trend
studies by using the collocated Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) cloud mask to identify AIRS
clear sky scenes. We then carry out a science analysis using
AIRS CO data individually for the clear and cloud-cleared
scenes to identify any potential effects due to cloud clearing.
We also introduce a new technique to separate background
and recently emitted CO observations, which aims to con-
strain emissions using only satellite CO data. We validate the
CO variability of the recent emissions estimated from AIRS
against other emission inventory databases (i.e., Global Fire
Emissions Database – GFED3 and the MACC/CityZEN UE
– MACCity) and calculate that the correlation coefficients
between the AIRS CO recently emitted and the emission in-
ventory databases are 0.726 for the Northern Hemisphere
(NH) and 0.915 for the Southern Hemisphere (SH). The high
degree of agreement between emissions identified using only
AIRS CO and independent inventory sources demonstrates

the validity of this approach to separate recent emissions
from the background CO using one satellite data set.

1 Introduction

Global long-term measurements of tropospheric carbon
monoxide (CO) from space-borne instruments have been
possible since year 2000 with the launch of the Measurement
Of Pollution In The Troposphere (MOPITT) (Drummond,
1989) on the Earth Observing System (EOS) Terra satel-
lite, followed by the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder (AIRS)
on Aqua (Aumman et al., 2003), the Tropospheric Emission
Spectrometer (TES) on Aura (Beer, 2006), the Infrared At-
mospheric Sounder Interferometer (IASI) on the European
MetOp platform (Clerbaux et al., 2010), and future CO prod-
ucts from the Cross-track Infrared Sensor (CrIS) on Suomi-
NPP satellite. These measurements have advanced our un-
derstanding in many areas of science such as air quality and
transport studies (Heald et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2012); field
campaign support and validation (Fisher et al., 2010; Warner
et al., 2007; Emmons et al., 2004, 2007); and model chem-
istry, transport, and data assimilation studies (Kim et al.,
2013; Arellano et al., 2007; Pradier et al., 2006; Lamarque
et al., 2004) that aim to improve the capability of air quality
forecasts.
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There has been attention recently on the CO trend using
satellite measurements, especially considering that the life-
time of MOPITT and AIRS has exceeded 10 yr (Worden et
al., 2013; He et al., 2013). These studies have found a de-
creasing trend in a number of regions that is possibly due to
increased air quality standards and the recent economic slow-
down. This study re-examines the short-term CO trends from
AIRS with a focus on the discussion of the background CO
and CO recent emissions. Separating CO recent emissions
from the background is of interest in that the background
CO variability can be used to validate modeled CO clima-
tology, which helps to improve air quality models and even-
tually benefit air quality forecasts. Inventory studies based on
CO measurements largely rely on the use of inverse modeling
and top-down estimates (Pfister et al., 2005; Arellano et al.,
2006; Kopacz et al., 2010). The capability to separate the re-
cent emissions from the background CO may also lead to an
automated real-time detection system for fire emissions. Al-
though near-real-time fire detection from the Moderate Reso-
lution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) products based
on the surface biomass and temperature properties is avail-
able (Justice et al., 2002), the CO-based fire detection has
not been used hitherto.

AIRS is a grating instrument on board EOS/Aqua satellite,
launched on 4 May 2002 by NASA. As a thermal hyperspec-
tral sensor, AIRS has more than 2000 channels available for
applications including weather, climate, and air quality stud-
ies. AIRS provides twice daily and near-global coverage of
tropospheric CO for the period since 2002, and the CO cli-
mate record will continue with IASI instruments with cur-
rent and planned missions started in late 2006 and planned
to last 15 yr, and possibly CrIS. This study uses the opera-
tional AIRS version 5 (V5) CO products that are based on
AIRS science team physical algorithms and distributed by
the NASA GSFC’s Earth Sciences (GES) Distributed Active
Archive Center (DAAC).

Satellite measurements using the thermal spectral regions
are affected by the presence of clouds, and, therefore, it is
necessary to remove the effects of clouds before retrieving
many geophysical properties. Techniques to remove cloud
contamination include the identification and removal of the
entire pixel that contains clouds, referred to as cloud detec-
tion. Another approach is to reconstruct clear column radi-
ances that would have been there if there were no clouds,
referred to as cloud clearing. Many earlier studies (Smith,
1968; Chahine, 1974, 1977; McMillin et al., 1982; Susskind
et al., 1998) built the foundation for the cloud clearing tech-
nique that was later adapted by the AIRS team.

The AIRS L2 retrieval algorithm utilizes cloud clearing to
remove cloud contamination in the radiances, and this helps
to increase the L2 data coverage significantly to a yield of
50–70 % of the total measurements. AIRS’s cloud clearing
uses nine neighboring pixels with different cloud fractions, as
well as the microwave sounder Advanced Microwave Sound-
ing Unit (AMSU) data, to solve for AIRS clear radiances

(Susskind et al., 2003). Cloud clearing utilizes the contrast
in the cloud fraction between neighboring pixels and can re-
cover non-uniform cloudy pixels with up to 80 % of cloud
cover. Sounding is performed on a 45 km field of regard
(FOR), which is defined by the size of the AMSU footprints.
For quality assurance purposes, it is important to understand
the effects of the cloud clearing on the overall quality of the
retrievals. To select AIRS clear pixels, we use the collocated
MODIS cloud mask, which applies a number of thresholds
from 14 different spectral channels in both visible and ther-
mal regions to identify clouds in a 1× 1 km2 field of view
(FOV; Ackerman et al., 1998).

We first describe, in Sect. 2, the method to collocate AIRS
single-view pixels with the Aqua MODIS cloud mask to
identify AIRS clear pixels. We then analyze AIRS CO vari-
ability using clear sky pixels identified in the previous section
and the cloud-cleared pixels from the L2 products in Sect. 3.
In Sect. 4, we introduce a new statistical method to separate
CO recent emissions from the background concentrations in
AIRS data and compare the results with known CO emission
inventories, before summarizing this study in Sect. 5.

2 Identifying AIRS clear-sky coverage

To select AIRS clear sky pixels, we use the MODIS cloud
mask (MYD35_L2) (ftp://ladsftp.nascom.nasa.gov/allData/
5/MYD35_L2/) taking advantage of the fact that MODIS is
on the same Aqua satellite platform as AIRS. An example in
Fig. 1 illustrates the method we used to collocate the AIRS
and MODIS pixels. We first select granules (units of data
stored as files for satellite data) that coincide in time from
the two data sets, and then match one center pixel of a gran-
ule from each sensor using geo-location information. There
are a total of 240 granules a day for AIRS and 288 granules
a day for MODIS. A predetermined index system, marked as
colored boxes in Fig. 1, is then used to include a certain num-
ber of the surrounding MODIS pixels for each AIRS pixel.
Figure 1 illustrates the method of the AIRS vs. MODIS col-
location where the small solid dots (black or colored inside
the boxes) are the center locations of MODIS pixels, the blue
circles the center locations of AIRS pixels, the green squares
the collocated nearest MODIS pixels, and the triangles the
center locations of the boxes used for all the MODIS pixels
in each AIRS pixel. This index system was developed based
on a fixed relationship between the AIRS and MODIS in-
strument viewing angles, which will not change during the
lifetime of the sensors. Note that some MODIS pixels are
not included between the rectangular boxes to account for
the gaps between AIRS scan lines (see Aumann et al., 2003,
on AIRS instrument design).

AIRS single FOVs of∼ 13.5 km at nadir are used to collo-
cate with MODIS 1 km2

× 1 km2 pixels. We define an AIRS
clear pixel when more than 99 % of MODIS pixels inside
the AIRS FOVs are flagged to be clear. AIRS clear coverage
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Figure 1. The method of the AIRS vs MODIS collocation where the small solid dots (black or colored inside the 
boxes) are the center locations of MODIS pixels; the blue circles are the center locations of AIRS pixels; the green 
squares are the collocated nearest MODIS pixels; and the triangles are the center locations of the boxes used for all 
the MODIS pixels in each AIRS pixel.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The method of the AIRS vs. MODIS collocation where the
small solid dots (black or colored inside the boxes) are the center
locations of MODIS pixels, the blue circles the center locations of
AIRS pixels, the green squares the collocated nearest MODIS pix-
els, and the triangles the center locations of the boxes used for all
the MODIS pixels in each AIRS pixel.

defined by the MODIS cloud mask for 4 March 2006 is
shown in blue in Fig. 2 top panel, and the total clear sky
pixel ratio is approximately 14.9 %. If we choose to define a
clear AIRS pixel when all MODIS pixels are flagged clear,
there would be only 13.3 % clear AIRS pixels per day. AIRS
clear coverage is also defined by AIRS-measured radiances,
instead of by the MODIS cloud mask, as part of the L2 prod-
ucts. The blue pixels in Fig. 2 middle panel show AIRS L2
clear sky cases (when CloudFraction= 0 in the L2 product),
and the total clear sky pixel ratio is∼ 24.3 %, which tends
to overestimate the amount of clear coverage compared to
using the MODIS cloud mask as in Fig. 2 top panel. AIRS
L2 cloud ratio products can be compared to those defined
by the MODIS cloud mask only under clear sky conditions
because the MODIS sub-pixel (1× 1 km2) cloudiness is un-
known. The clear sky coverage differences between MODIS
and AIRS L2 are shown in Fig. 2 bottom panel, where the
blue pixels represent the cases when both MODIS and AIRS
L2 detect clear sky (∼ 9.5 % of AIRS total daily pixels). The
green pixels are when MODIS detects clear sky, but AIRS
L2 failed to identify clear sky cases (∼ 5.4 %), whereas the
magenta pixels are clear sky detected by AIRS L2, but not
verified by MODIS (∼ 14.8 %).

The low clear sky coverage shown as blue pixels in the
Fig. 2 top panel confirms the need for cloud clearing in the
case of AIRS. This is not only because the clear sky cov-
erage is otherwise only approximately less than 13 % (in
the case of 100 % MODIS pixels being clear in each AIRS
pixel), but also because a large portion of the clear sky cov-
erage is over less populated regions such as at the poles and
over the deserts. Thus, if only clear sky measurements were
used, the available data over populated regions, where rou-
tine air quality monitoring is essential, would have been sig-
nificantly fewer than 13 %. This would not have provided fre-
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Figure 2. AIRS clear coverage defined by the MODIS cloud mask (top panel); defined by AIRS L2 products where 
CloudFraction=0 (middle panel); and the differences between the top and middle panel (bottom panel). Fig. 2. AIRS clear coverage defined by the MODIS cloud mask
(top panel), defined by AIRS L2 products where CloudFraction= 0
(middle panel), and the differences between the top and middle
panel (bottom panel).

quent enough coverage for air quality monitoring purposes
over most regions.

3 AIRS CO variability for clear sky and cloud-cleared
scenes

In this section, we discuss the CO differences between AIRS
clear sky coverage using the MODIS cloud mask and cloud-
cleared data sets to assess the performances of AIRS cloud
clearing and identify possible limitations. We analyze the
statistics of the AIRS CO distribution and variability us-
ing clear pixels and cloud-cleared pixels independently. Note
that the CO values for clear pixels are selected from AIRS V5
L2 CO data sets where the cloud-cleared radiances (CCRs)
were used. Accurate CO values under clear sky conditions
should be retrieved CO from Level-1 (L1) clear radiances.
Using the CO retrievals from the CCRs as an approximation
for clear sky conditions of the same pixels could cause some
errors; however, we do not expect large differences between
the two data sets.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/12469/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 12469–12479, 2013
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Figure 3. The three-months mean AIRS V5 CO VMRs (ppbv) at 500 hPa for March to May 2006 with the clear sky 
daytime cases (left upper panel), the clear sky nighttime cases (left bottom panel), the cloud-cleared daytime cases 
(right upper panel), and the cloud-cleared nighttime cases (right bottom panel). 
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Fig. 3. The 3-month mean AIRS V5 CO VMRs (ppbv) at 500 hPa for March to May 2006, showing the clear sky daytime cases (upper left
panel), the clear sky nighttime cases (bottom left panel), the cloud-cleared daytime cases (upper right panel), and the cloud-cleared nighttime
cases ( bottom right panel).

The monthly mean AIRS V5 CO VMR (volume mixing
ratio) maps at 500 hPa for March to May 2006 are shown
in Fig. 3 with the clear daytime cases in the upper left
panel, the clear nighttime cases in the bottom left panel, the
cloud-cleared daytime cases in the upper right panel, and
the cloud-cleared nighttime cases in the bottom right panel.
Large areas of the earth are covered by clouds throughout the
month as shown by the gaps in the left panels, demonstrat-
ing the need for AIRS cloud-cleared products for monitoring
the environment. The elevated CO shows similar emission
sources and transport patterns for both the clear sky cases
(left panels) and the cloud-cleared cases (right panels). Note
that the clear sky cases are embedded in the cloud-cleared
cases under discussion. In general, the clear sky cases show
higher values in the elevated CO regions than the cloud-
cleared cases, for both daytime and nighttime. The CO val-
ues for clear sky cases are lower in the clean regions than the
cloud-cleared cases, and, therefore, the clear sky maps show
better contrasts. Daytime CO values are generally higher
than the nighttime values (compare the upper panels to the
lower panels), which is due to the surface thermal contrast
that increases the CO measurement sensitivity in the lower
troposphere and, in turn, results in higher retrieved CO in
the Northern Hemisphere (NH) in the spring (Deeter et al.,
2007).

To understand the effects of the cloud clearing on the
CO measurements, it is important to examine the informa-
tion content of the CO measurements as described by the
degrees of freedom for signal (DOFSs). AIRS operational
CO DOFSs are calculated using a different formula from
that commonly used in the community and described by
Rodgers (2000). We computed the DOFSs in this study us-

ing the Rodgers formula that is generally associated with
the optimal estimation retrievals (Warner et al., 2010), even
though the CO values are from AIRS Version-5 (V5) opera-
tional products using AIRS team retrievals (Susskind et al.,
2003). Figure 4 shows AIRS optimal estimation CO DOFSs
for the months of March to May 2006 for cloud-cleared
cases (right panels) versus clear cases (left panels) and for
daytime (upper panels) versus nighttime (lower panels). The
high DOFS values for the cloud-cleared products range from
0.8 to 1.0, and the DOFS values for the clear sky condi-
tions go up to 1.2. This comparison indicates that the cloud-
clearing process may have reduced the DOFSs, although not
by a large amount (∼ 0.2), in the CO retrievals. Note also
that the DOFSs over land are generally higher than over the
oceans, and the daytime values are higher than nighttime val-
ues, which is due to the differences in surface thermal con-
trast.

The 10 yr variability of tropospheric CO VMRs at 500 hPa
during daytime from 2003 through 2012 is summarized in
Fig. 5a, using daily mean values for clear sky (blue curves)
and cloud-cleared (red curves), and for NH land, NH ocean,
Southern Hemisphere (SH) land, and SH ocean. The yel-
low line shows the difference between the clear sky cases
and cloud-cleared cases (i.e., cloud-cleared minus clear). The
least square linear fits for the clear and cloud-cleared cases
are plotted to indicate the short-term CO trends, but they
are not discussed until the next section. Because the AIRS
team is no longer distributing V5 products beyond the end
of February 2013 (since then replaced by V6 products), we
did not use data beyond 2012 in this study. Globally, there
is no large bias from cloud clearing, except over the SH
land, evident from 10 yr of AIRS CO data records. The CO

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 12469–12479, 2013 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/12469/2013/
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Figure 4. AIRS optimal estimation CO DOFS for the months of March to May 2006 for cloud-cleared cases (right 
panels) versus clear cases (left panels) and for daytime (upper panels) versus nighttime (lower panels). 
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Figure 4. AIRS optimal estimation CO DOFS for the months of March to May 2006 for cloud-cleared cases (right 
panels) versus clear cases (left panels) and for daytime (upper panels) versus nighttime (lower panels). 
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Figure 4. AIRS optimal estimation CO DOFS for the months of March to May 2006 for cloud-cleared cases (right 
panels) versus clear cases (left panels) and for daytime (upper panels) versus nighttime (lower panels). 
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Fig. 4. AIRS optimal estimation CO DOFS values for the months of March to May 2006, for cloud-cleared cases (right panels) versus clear
cases (left panels) and for daytime (upper panels) versus nighttime (lower panels).

differences between cloud-cleared and clear are less than
±5 ppbv (parts per billion by volume) for the NH land and
ocean and∼ 0 to −10 ppbv for the SH ocean, and∼ 0 to
20 ppbv over the SH land. We emphasize that cloud clearing
increases global coverage significantly making daily moni-
toring possible, and without causing large biases in the tro-
pospheric CO distribution.

Over land, for both NH and SH, during the relatively low
CO season (summer months) at daytime, the cloud-cleared
CO values tend to overestimate the CO field by approxi-
mately 5 ppbv in the NH and by approximately 15–20 ppbv
in the SH. This is likely due to the fact that cloud clearing re-
duces the thermal contrast over land in the summer months,
thus, reducing the sensitivity to the relatively low CO values
in the lower troposphere over clean regions. This is consis-
tent with the earlier discussion about the DOFS differences
shown in Fig. 4. Additionally, the ranges of CO seasonal
variations are generally larger over land (∼ 30–35 ppbv in
the NH and∼ 40–60 ppbv in the SH) than over ocean (l–
25 ppbv). Previous studies (Warner et al., 2010; Yurganov et
al., 2008) have suggested that AIRS CO tends to overesti-
mate the CO field in the SH due to the use of a global a priori
or first guess in the retrieval. This study points out that, under
pure clear sky conditions, it is possible for AIRS to retrieve,
over land, SH clean background CO values of approximately
40 ppbv.

Similarly to the above discussion, the nighttime variabil-
ity of tropospheric CO VMRs at 500 hPa from 2003 through
2012 is studied and shown in Fig. 5b. The nighttime CO dif-
ferences between cloud-cleared and clear cases are smaller
for the NH and SH land cases than for the daytime due to the
reduced thermal contrast, whereas they are similar for the
ocean NH and SH cases.

4 Distinguishing CO recent emissions from the
background using AIRS clear-sky measurements

Emission inventories based on direct CO measurements have
not been available except with the use of inverse modeling
techniques (Pfister et al., 2005; Arellano et al., 2006; Kopacz
et al., 2010). This study attempts to draw information on re-
cent emissions from satellite CO data only to build toward
the ultimate goal of monitoring fire activities in near-real-
time using CO. AIRS CO-based biomass burning detection
will complement the current real-time fire alarm system us-
ing MODIS thermal signals, because AIRS CO products are
less constrained by smoke and heterogeneous clouds.

We use probability density functions (PDFs) to study the
statistical properties of the CO distributions under various
conditions. Figure 6 shows PDF plots of AIRS V5 CO VMRs
for the NH land (upper left), NH ocean (upper right), SH
land (lower left), and SH ocean (lower right), respectively,
for the period of March to May 2006 and for daytime only.
We note that the histograms for the CO distributions are not
generally Gaussian and often show two peaks (see Fig. 6 top
left and bottom left panels) over a CO population. The peaks
at lower CO values are generally associated with the back-
ground (BG) CO, whereas the peaks at the higher CO values
are associated with the recent emissions (RE). We fit two
Gaussian functions simultaneously for each histogram for
clear (solid) or cloud-cleared (dashed) conditions. The Gaus-
sian fits to the left in each panel (blue) represent a well-mixed
background, whereas the right Gaussian fits to the right in
each panel (red), which have higher CO values, represent the
fresh emissions. We define the fresh emissions as the ele-
vated CO that is seen by satellite instruments as plumes, but
emitted and transported from the surface.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/12469/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 12469–12479, 2013
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Figure 5a. The ten-year variability of tropospheric CO VMRs (ppbv) at 500 hPa from 2003 through 2012 using daily 
mean values for clear sky (blue curves) and cloud-cleared (red curves), and for NH land, NH ocean, SH Land, and 
SH ocean. The yellow line indicates the differences between clear sky cases and cloud-cleared cases (cloud-cleared 
– clear). The linear fits for the clear and cloud-cleared cases are plotted to indicate the short-term CO trends. 
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Fig. 5a.The 10 yr variability of tropospheric CO VMRs (ppbv) at 500 hPa from 2003 through 2012 using daily mean values for clear sky
(blue curves) and cloud-cleared (red curves), and for NH land, NH ocean, SH land, and SH ocean. The yellow line indicates the differences
between clear sky cases and cloud-cleared cases (cloud-cleared – clear). The linear fits for the clear and cloud-cleared cases are plotted to
indicate the short-term CO trends.
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Figure 5b. As Fig. 5a except for nighttime. 
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Fig. 5b.As Fig. 5a except for nighttime.

The fitted CO background PDFs (blue curves in Fig. 6) are
approximately the same for clear (solid) and cloud-cleared
(dotted) cases for both NH and SH oceans (see right panels
in Fig. 6). The cloud-cleared PDFs (dotted curves) in the NH
land show a single mode and a more Gaussian structure as
opposed to the clear cases (solid curves), where a bi-modal
feature separates recent emissions from the background CO.

The SH land cases show the largest differences between clear
and cloud-cleared cases where the cloud clearing masks the
otherwise different two populations of background and re-
cent emissions (see the lower left panel in Fig. 6). Note, how-
ever, this could be partly due to the large sampling differ-
ences over the biomass burning regions, where the MODIS
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Figure 6. The monthly mean CO VMRs for March to May, 2006, using PDFs for the NH land (upper left panel), NH 
ocean (upper right panel), SH land (lower left panel), and SH ocean (lower right panel), for daytime only.  
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Fig. 6.The monthly mean CO VMRs for March to May, 2006, using PDFs for the NH land (upper left panel), NH ocean (upper right panel),
SH land (lower left panel), and SH ocean (lower right panel), for daytime only.

cloud mask can mistakenly identify smoke as clouds, thus
resulting in very few clear pixels.

The CO variability for the background and the recent emis-
sions is analyzed separately in this section, and only the clear
sky cases are discussed. We use the modes of the fitted Gaus-
sian functions from each monthly PDF to represent the aver-
aged CO values based on the fact that, for a Gaussian func-
tion, the mode is the same as the mean. The tropospheric CO
histogram distributions can be considered, to a good accu-
racy, as the superposition of two Gaussian functions. Tropo-
spheric CO variability from 2003 through 2012 is summa-
rized in Fig. 7 for both the background values and the recent
emissions for NH land (top left panel), NH ocean (top right
panel), SH land (bottom left panel), and SH ocean (bottom
right panel), respectively. The background values are shown
in blue and the recent emissions in red. In general, decreas-
ing CO trends in both the background and recent emissions
are evident over most of the years, which agrees with results
from previous studies (Worden et al., 2013; He et al., 2013).

The trends for the same period are calculated from the
change in CO VMRs in ppbv per year, and the fitting pa-
rameters are listed in Table 1 for un-segregated clear sky
conditions (leftmost column), un-segregated cloud-cleared
(left second column), recent emissions (middle column),
and background under clear conditions (right column). The
trends are computed using a least squares linear fit. Addi-

Table 1.The rates of the reduction (negative numbers) and increase
(positive numbers) of AIRS CO VMRs at 500 hPa for daytime val-
ues for the clear and the cloud-cleared (left columns), and for the
background values and the recent emissions from under clear con-
ditions (right columns). Units are ppbv yr−1.

AIRS CO VMRs at 500 hPa AIRS CO VMRs at 500 hPa
2003–2012 daytime 2003–2012 daytime

un-segregated

Clear Cloud-Cleared RE BG

NH land −1.28 −1.32 −1.71 −1.71
NH ocean −1.01 −1.07 −1.95 −1.18
SH land −0.07 −0.29 −0.14 −0.28
SH ocean −0.30 −0.23 −0.85 −0.62

tionally, we use only full years so the trend estimates are not
affected by seasons. The trend is significant at greater than
2σ everywhere except the background fit over the SH land
(1σ ) and the fresh emissions over the SH land, where the CO
emissions are due to large and somewhat irregular biomass
burning events.

The AIRS CO short-term trend in the NH from 2003 to
the end of 2012 indicates a reduction of−1.71 ppbv yr−1 at
500 hPa for both the recent emissions and the background
CO. Over the NH ocean, the transported recent emissions
decrease faster than the background CO at 500 hPa at a
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Figure 7. Tropospheric CO variability at 500 hPa from 2003 through 2012, which uses the modes of the fitted 
Gaussian functions for each monthly PDF to represent biases, for the recent emissions (red curves) and the 
background (blue curves), and for NH land (top left panel), NH ocean (top right panel), SH land (bottom left panel), 
and SH ocean (bottom right panel), respectively. 
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Fig. 7. Tropospheric CO variability at 500 hPa from 2003 through 2012, which uses the modes of the fitted Gaussian functions for each
monthly PDF to represent biases, for the recent emissions (red curves) and the background (blue curves), and for NH land (top left panel),
NH ocean (top right panel), SH land (bottom left panel), and SH ocean (bottom right panel), respectively.

rate of −1.95 ppbv yr−1 (emissions) and−1.18 ppbv yr−1

(background). The background CO over the ocean de-
creases at a slower rate than the recent emissions; this
may be due to a lack of mixing over ocean compared to
over land. The CO rates of decrease are lower in the SH
than in the NH, with the recent emissions decreasing at a
rate of−0.14 ppbv yr−1 and background CO decreasing at
−0.28 ppbv yr−1, at 500 hPa over land. Over the SH ocean,
the CO decreasing trends are similar for the transported re-
cent emissions (−0.85 ppbv yr−1) and the background val-
ues (−0.62 ppbv yr−1). The fact that the emission reduction
in the NH is larger compared to the SH indicates that the
primary cause of the emission reduction is the change in pol-
lution sources due to implementation of regulation regimes,
and is also likely associated with economic slowdown in the
last decade (Worden et al., 2013; He et al., 2013).

For comparison purposes, Table 1 also listed the trends for
the un-segregated CO VMRs at 500 hPa for clear (leftmost
column) and cloud-cleared conditions (left second column),
as also shown in Fig. 5. The short-term CO trends for clear
and cloud-cleared retrievals are very similar (i.e., with differ-
ences less than−0.07 (ppbv yr−1)) except for the SH land
cases, where the difference is−0.22 (ppbv yr−1); in both
cases, the trends of cloud-cleared decrease faster than those
of the clear. The trends for the segregated background CO
and the recent emissions are larger than the un-segregated

CO trends, especially over land, where the trends of the re-
cent emissions are nearly double of the clear un-segregated
values.

To quantify the quality of the emission data from AIRS
CO, we compare them with existing biomass burning and
anthropogenic emission inventories. The version 3 of the
Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED3) biomass burning
inventory (Van der Werf et al., 2010) used a revised version
of the Carnegie-Ames-Stanford-Approach (CASA) biogeo-
chemical model and improved satellite-derived estimates of
area burned, fire activity, and plant productivity to calculate
fire emissions for the 1997–2009 period on a 0.5× 0.5 degree
spatial resolution with a monthly time step. For November
2000 onwards, estimates were based on burned area, ac-
tive fire detections, and plant productivity from the MODIS
sensor. For anthropogenic emissions that exclude biomass
burnings, we use the data that were produced as part of the
MACC/CityZEN UE (MACCity) project and are available
in the Ether/ECCAD-GEIA database. The data set MACC-
ity is part of the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model
Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP), and focuses on the an-
thropogenic emissions from 1960 to 2010 with a spatial res-
olution of 0.5× 0.5◦.

Figure 8a shows the variability of AIRS CO recent
emissions (red dotted curves) and that of other inven-
tory data (green dotted curves), i.e., the total amount of
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Figure 8a. The variability of AIRS CO recent emissions (red dotted curves) and that of other inventory data (green 
dotted curves), i.e., the total amount of GFED3 biomass burning and MACCity anthropogenic emissions without 
biomass burning, for the NH (upper panel) and the SH (lower panel). The smoothed AIRS CO recent emissions (red 
solid curve), and the smoothed inventories (green solid curve) are also shown. A second-degree polynomial is used 
for the smoothing. 
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Fig. 8a. The variability of AIRS CO recent emissions (red dot-
ted curves) and that of other inventory data (green dotted curves),
i.e., the total amount of GFED3 biomass burning and MACCity an-
thropogenic emissions without biomass burning, for the NH (upper
panel) and the SH (lower panel). The smoothed AIRS CO new emis-
sions (red solid curve) and the smoothed inventories (green solid
curve) are also shown. A second-degree polynomial is used for the
smoothing.

GFED3 biomass burning and MACCity anthropogenic with-
out biomass burning emissions, for the NH (upper panel) and
the SH (lower panel). We have also filtered AIRS CO re-
cent emissions (red solid curve), and the inventories (green
solid curve), using a Butterworth third-order low-pass fil-
ter with a fast Fourier transform. Figure 8b shows the CO
emission inventories from the MACCity natural sources (red)
and GFED3 anthropogenic sources (blue) for the NH (up-
per panel) and the SH (lower panel). The seasonal and inter-
annual cycles agree very well in the time domain, although
the relative magnitude differences cannot be quantified be-
cause the units of the two data sets are different (see Fig. 8a).
In the NH, the maximum CO peaks in late winter and early
spring, while in some years (2006, 2007, 2008, and 2010)
there is a secondary maximum in the summer likely due to
biomass burning events. There is also a noticeable lag in the
AIRS recent emissions in the NH compared to the invento-
ries from 2006 to 2009, possibly due to the fact the smoothed
peaks in AIRS incorporated the summer burning events in
these years. In the SH, both the CO variability and the lo-
cation of the high peaks agree very well between AIRS CO
recent emissions and the inventories. There are two major
reasons the two data sets differ. First, AIRS measurements
are from 500 hPa and the inventory data is the estimate of the
net emission at the surface. Considering the CO lifetime in
the troposphere is 1 to 3 months, there could be a delay from
the time of the CO emission at the surface to it being ob-
served at 500 hPa, and, additionally, the CO can be accumu-
lated over some time. Second, the CO sensitivity from ther-
mal sensors depends on the surface thermal contrasts (Deeter
et al., 2007). Higher CO values are more likely to be observed
in the summer months than in the spring months.

We compute correlations between AIRS CO VMR re-
cent emissions and the total emission amount of GFED3 and
MACCity inventories for the NH and SH as shown in Fig. 9
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Figure 8b. The CO emission inventories (kg.m-2.s-1) from the MACCity natural sources (red) and GFED3 
anthropogenic sources (blue) for the NH (upper panel) and the SH (lower panel). 
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Fig. 8b.The CO emission inventories (kg m−2 s−1) from the MAC-
City natural sources (red) and GFED3 anthropogenic sources (blue)
for the NH (upper panel) and the SH (lower panel).

left panel and right panel, respectively. The correlation co-
efficients are 0.726 for the NH and 0.915 for the SH. The
higher correlation coefficient in the SH land cases is due to
the fact that most of the recently emitted CO is from large and
persistent fires, which are easier to detect by satellite sensors.
In the NH, the non-biomass burning anthropogenic emissions
are more difficult to quantify since the sensitivity of the ther-
mal sensors in the boundary layer (where pollution emission
is high) is low. The high degree of agreement between emis-
sions identified using only AIRS CO and using independent
inventory sources (as shown in Fig. 9) demonstrates the va-
lidity of this approach to separate recent emission from the
background CO using one satellite data set.

5 Summary

The goal of this study is to understand the global CO variabil-
ity and short-term trends for the CO background values and
recent emissions separately. We use an innovative approach
to separate statistically the recently emitted CO from the
background CO in the satellite data sets by using PDF anal-
yses. We have demonstrated that this technique works well
by showing high correlation between the AIRS CO emis-
sions we obtained and the established inventory database
(i.e., GFED3 and MACCity) with correlation coefficients of
0.726 in the NH and 0.915 in the SH.

To ensure that we used the highest quality data for this
study, we examined a potential error source due to the treat-
ment of clouds in AIRS retrieval algorithm. We first identi-
fied AIRS clear sky single FOV pixels by using collocated
MODIS cloud masks such that in each AIRS pixel 99 % of
MODIS pixels are flagged as being clear. We found that,
overall, there is little difference in the location of the elevated
CO plumes between the clear sky cases and the cloud-cleared
retrievals. Under clear sky conditions, however, we showed
the DOFSs are higher than for the cloud-cleared cases. Al-
though the CO values do not exhibit high biases between the
clear sky and cloud-cleared conditions when statistically av-
eraged for the NH land, NH ocean, and SH ocean, the CO
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Figure 9. The correlations between AIRS CO VMRs (ppbv) recent emissions at 500 hPa and the total emission 
amount of GFED3 and MACCity inventories for the NH (left panel) and SH (right panel), respectively. 
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Fig. 9. The correlations between AIRS CO VMRs (ppbv) recent
emissions at 500 hPa and the total emission amount of GFED3 and
MACCity inventories for the NH (left panel) and SH (right panel).

variability for clear sky cases is better represented. There-
fore, we only used clear sky cases for the variability and
short-term trend studies in Sect. 4.
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